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Wrap-arounds, Net Drives, and In-tight Walkouts 

 

 Last month at GDS we worked on wrap-arounds, net drives, and in-tight walkouts; all of 
which require good stick habits.  A common theme was practicing habitual stick placement and 
aggressive stick activity, in-tight.  The “reverse coil/RVH” (see image below) is an extremely 
common position for goalies to find themselves in, especially when facing these types of 
situations.  If done correctly, the goalie will seal off the entire short side and ice.  Contrarily, 
when playing the reverse coil/RVH on a play from behind the net, it leaves the goalie extremely 
vulnerable for back door, cross-crease plays, or quick pass outs.  Having your stick in the right 
position, at the right time, will limit the amount of Grade A net-front chances. A goalie being in 
a “reverse coil” should only be done when the puck is 1 sticks length away from the net. Every 
goalie should stay on their feet when the puck is beyond that stick's length, or if they do not feel 
like the player is attacking the net within that stick's length. A good rule of thumb is to imagine 
the NHL trapezoid, if the puck is within the trapezoid and the player is attacking the net, the 
goalie can go down into their “reverse coil”. If the puck is outside the trapezoid or the player is 
not attacking the net, the goalie should be on their feet standing on the post.  
 
(Example of a reverse coil) 

 



 
 
 
 

Examples of good stick positions while down in reverse coil. 
 

 
 
Wrap-arounds 
 
Keys: 
  
Window, Look, Coil 
 
 Tracking behind the net needs to be done with eyes before the body.  Imagine a player 
skating behind the net from one side to the other, the goalie in net should have their heel inside 
the post and both feet on the goal line.  As the player skates further east to west, the goalie will 
widen their stance, looking through the netting.  This creates a “window” with the crossbar and 
post.  Once the goalie loses sight of the puck, they will turn their heads and shoulders to make 
sure this is a wrap and not a fake.  Once the goalies recognize it is a wrap around, they will push 
across the goal line into their reverse coil, leading with their sticks. 
 
Stick First 
 
 After looking and recognizing a wrap-around play, the goalie should lead with their stick 
in case their body or pads don’t get to the post quickly enough.  The stick on the blocker side 
should be paddle-down with the knob wrapped around the side of the net and goal post.  On the 
glove side it's a little more tricky.  The stick should be flipped over so that the back-hand is 
presented as the goalie reaches across their body to jam the puck from entering the net-front.   
 

Don’t Reach  
 
 When a goalie reaches with their stick in a reverse coil, their position becomes off-
balance, committing all of their body weight to blocking the wrap or pass cross-crease. This 
leaves the goalie unable to defend the backdoor or pass-out options.  The goalie should 
conceptualize the stick as a moving obstacle, not a poking mechanism.  If the goalie can make 



the players do something skillful under pressure, (ie. saucer pass), more often than not, the play 
is broken-up.  No goal.  
 

Drill - Reading a wrap-around situation 

 
 
 
1. Put pucks on one side behind the net.   
2. Skate behind the net making sure the goalie follows the steps mentioned above “Window, 

Look, Coil.”   
3. If the goalie slides to the far side before the player decides to wrap, have the player go back 

the other way and score. 
4. The goalie has to be patient on their post, until they identify that the player has not stopped 

and went the other way.   
5. It is crucial to make sure that the goalie is not allowing pucks to get to the slot, reinforcing 

good stick habits.   
6. After a few reps on each side, add a second shooter and place them in the slot below the hash 

marks.   
7. Repeat the same drill, but include an additional pass-out option.   
 
 

Net Drives 
 
Keys: 
 
Good stick placement  
 
 



• No easy passes cross-crease to the backdoor or five hole jams. 
 
Save selection & play recognition  
 
 

• Recognizing when to get into and not get into reverse coil 
 
Goal-line net drives 
 
 On a goal-line net drive, the player has three options: go behind the net for a wrap, pass 
out, or cut to the front of the net for a jam play.  Young goalies often get caught on wrap-arounds 
when they think the player is cutting to the front.  This frequently leads them to drop into their 
coil, allowing the player to wrap on the far-side, making it very hard for the goalie to get across 
to the far post.  Instead, if the goalie holds their feet, and recognizes that the player is going 
behind the net, then they have a much better chance getting to the far post for a wrap.   
 
Patience. sealing the ice, & short side leans 
 
 At GDS we play net drives very similarly to walkouts.  The only difference is that the 
player(s) attempting a net drive typically generate more speed coming towards the net.  While 
patience is still crucial, there is more of a flow to this play, often going towards the far-side 
post.   The easiest way to score a goal is along the ice.  Almost 70% of all goals in the NHL are 
from shots along the ice.  So, when a goalie is reaching across the net to stop a far-post drive, the 
best, most effective skill to enforce is having their pads flush with the ice.  Just like playing a 
walkout, the goalie wants to ensure they are securing the short-side first,  As the drive continues, 
the goalie adjusts and moves with the puck, feeling it between their hands. Then, as the player 
skates to the far post, the goalie should fall onto their stomach, sealing the ice down to that far 
post.    
   
 
 
 
 

Drill - The net drive 
 



 
1. Place pucks on the goal line about 10 feet from the post.   
2. The goalie starts at the top of their crease.   
3. The drill begins when the goalie C-steps to the post where the shooter is driving the net. 
4. Once the goalie reaches the post the player will start to drive along the line.   
5. The player will then make a decision - drive the net front or take the puck behind the net for a 

wrap.   
6. If the goalie recognizes the player is attempting to cut to the front, they get into their reverse 

coil presenting their stick as a moving obstacle, blocking any cross-crease passes or jams 
five-hole. 

7. If the player avoids the good stick positioning, they have a chance to stuff the puck far-post. 
In this case the goalie will seal the ice with their pads along the goal line, trying to get their 
skate blade to the far-post. (A common occurrence is the goalie bumping out towards the 
puck, which is not good.) This allocates space on the far-side along the ice, enabling the 
player to go all the way around the goalie, leading to an easy goal. * It is critical to instill the 
habit of getting that leg/skate blade to the far post sealing the ice with pads. * 

 
 All of these drills are fairly similar.  Once the goalie is provided with a chance to 
comprehend all of their options, these drills can be combined into a series. Ie. The first wrap- 
around drill is very simple, but once the pass out option is added, net drive, and/or walkout, it 
forces the goalie to make decisions in real time.  It is one thing to have the tools, it’s another to 
know when to use them.  When it comes to the reverse coil, many young goalies overuse this 
technique or do not use it properly.  For plays in-tight, the reverse coil with good stick habits is a 
very useful tool.   
 
Walkouts  
 
Keys: 
 



Good stick in Reverse Coil 
 
 As mentioned before, the stick is there as a moving obstacle, forcing the shooter to take a 
wider path to the front of the net and taking away the cross-crease passing lane. 
 
Sealing the short side 
 
 On a properly executed walkout, the goalie should be in their reverse coil sealing the 
whole short side, hip against the post, and pad nearest the post sealing the ice.  As the player 
skates around the well placed stick, the goalie will need to adjust their positioning to their 
butterfly, both knees sealing the ice, gloves over top of the puck.  At this point the goalie should 
feel the puck in between their hands, meaning that they are in a good position to make a save 
either short or far-side.  If the player shoots short-side, the goalie should lean up against the 
short-side post, walling-up.  If the player continues across the net to attempt a far-side stuff or 
chip shot over the arm, the goalie will either bump towards the middle of the crease, leading with 
their hands towards the puck, or lean their body towards the puck, also leading with their hands.   
 
Patience on post - less is more 
 
 Short-side goals are often considered “weak goals.” In the goalie world, if a short-side 
goal is given up, that means that the goalie made a positional mistake.  In a walkout situation, the 
net is primarily exposed on the far-side. Goalies are often receptive to the net exposure and 
frequently rush to cover it by bumping to the middle too early.  The patience factor is harder to 
teach because it’s mostly based on feel.  The goalie has to sense the timing of the play, recognize 
the handedness of the shooter, and adjust positionally when they see fit. Sometimes moving less 
takes up more net than sliding out towards the puck.  For instance, if a player is skating out, 
fakes to go far-side, and goalie bumps towards the puck anticipating a far side shot; then the 
player can pull the puck back to a wide open short-side. On the opposition, if the goalie waits on 
their post until they feel that the player has no other option than to go far-side, they will be in a 
good position to lean up against that short-side post for an easy save.  Less movement and more 
control both lead to easier saves and fewer second and third chances.  The more a goalie can lean 
with their body, the less they are sliding around the crease.   
   
Drill - Walkout from the side 
 



 
1. Place pucks on either side behind the net where the trapezoid lines (would) touch the boards.  
2. The shooter will take the puck and skate behind the net for a walkout on the other side. 
3. The goalie will play the situation like they would a wrap-around “Window, Look, Coil.”  
4. The shooter will recognize whether or not the goalie leads with their stick. If the goalie does 

lean with their stick, have the shooter walk around the stick and either shoot far-side or short-
side.   

5. Have the goalie focus on leans, hand trajectory, and holding the short-side for as long as 
possible.  

 


